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VIOLATION OF OZI RULE IN �=! MEASUREMENTSWITH OBELIX AT LEAR�Alessandra FilippiIstituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare sez. di Torinovia P. Giuria, 1, 10125 Torino, Italy(Reeived June 19, 2000)A summary of all the results ahieved so far by the OBELIX Experimentin various measurements of � and ! mesons prodution rates, in di�erentannihilation hannels and with data taken under di�erent experimentalonditions, is reported.PACS numbers: 13.75.�n, 14.40.Cs1. IntrodutionA possible experimental evidene for the presene of a �ss omponentin the nuleon even at low energies stands is the observed violation of theOkubo�Zweig�Iizuka rule in nuleon-antinuleon annihilation reations withthe prodution of � mesons in the �nal state.Aording to the naïve quark model the low energy struture of the nu-leon an be simply desribed by means of three onstituent u and d quarks.Therefore, � mesons in annihilation proesses should only be produed bymeans of their non-strange omponent, and the prodution rate should behighly depressed as ompared to !, the quasi-ideally non-strange isosalarvetorial meson: this is the basi point of OZI rule. However, in the last yearsmany experimental observations performed espeially by experiments at theLEAR storage ring at CERN, in various annihilation hannels, have foundanomalously high rates for the � prodution. The extent of OZI rule viola-tion has been shown to be not only dependent on the annihilation hannel,but also on the quantum numbers of the initial state. A measure for this vio-lation is given by the ratio of the prodution branhing ratios for � and !, re-oiling against a non-strange system: RX = ��(NN ! �X)=��(NN ! !X),properly orreted taking into aount the di�erent phase spae available to� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2459)



2460 A. Filippithe two reations. Aording to OZI its value should be around 4:3� 10�3,and any deviation from this �gure would be an indiation for a violation.The OBELIX Experiment, whose desription has been already given ex-tensively elsewhere [1℄, had been operational from 1990 to 1996. It had per-formed several measurements of the prodution rates of the � and ! mesonsin various hannels and in di�erent annihilation reations, with antiprotonsannihilating at rest on hydrogen targets in di�erent pressure onditions �allowing therefore a preise seletion of the initial state1 � at rest on gaseousdeuterium and in the annihilation in �ight of antineutrons with momentumfrom 50 to 405 MeV/ on liquid hydrogen.2. NN ! ��; !�The study of the �� �nal state had been performed in di�erent experi-mental onditions, whih will be desribed in the following subsetions.In general, in annihilations at rest or in �ight at low energy the �� �nalstate an only be produed, due to C, P and G onservation, from 3S1 and1P1 initial states. A marked peuliarity, shown for the �rst time by theASTERIX Experiment some years ago [3℄, is an anomalously abundant �prodution oming espeially from S-wave.2.1. �np! ��+; !�+The most omplete study of � and ! prodution in a two body anni-hilation reation had been performed by OBELIX in the �np ! ��+; !�+hannels [4℄. Sine the antineutrons were produed with a momentum rang-ing from � 50 to 405 MeV/, and their annihilation ourred in �ight, theprodution rates of these mesons ould be traed as a funtion of the energyavailable to the reation; a marked dependene of them on the two possibleinitial states was found: namely, a strong � prodution from S-wave. Theproof of this feature is twofold: on one hand, the � deay angle distributions,reported in Fig. 1 for data belonging to di�erent ranges of �n momentum,are fully ompatible with a sin2 � shape, as expeted from �� annihilationin S-wave. On the other hand, as an bee seen in Fig. 2a), the ��+ rosssetions follow niely, as a funtion of �n momentum, the trend preditedfor S-wave annihilation by Dover�Rihard's model [5℄. The same does nothold, as shown in Fig. 2b), for the !�+ hannel, where a sizeable P -waveomponent is present. From the analysis of the ! deay Dalitz plots, theP -wave ontribution was found to be as large as about 30%, for the highest�n momenta.1 being the S-wave �pp annihilation fration about 87% in liquid hydrogen, 42% ingaseous hydrogen at normal pressure and temperature onditions, and 20% in hydro-gen at 5 mbar, aording to [2℄.
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Fig. 1. Distributions of the � deay angle (the angle between the diretion of onekaon in � .m.s. and the � line of �ight, in reation .m.s.) for data seleted in threedi�erent ranges for �n momentum: a) � 50 < p�n � 200 MeV/, b) 200 < p�n � 300MeV/, ) 300 < p�n � 405 MeV/.As a onsequene of the derease of � prodution with energy due toS-wave dilution, the �=! prodution rates ratio drops with �n momentumas well (Fig. 2)). Extrapolating to the ondition of pure S-wave, one getsfor the ratio the value RS�+(�np ! ��+; !�+) = (112 � 14) � 10�3, whihexeeds the OZI expetation of a fator of 37.
Fig. 2. Trends as a funtion on �n momentum of: a) ��+ and b) !�+ ross setions,) R�+(�=!). The dashed urve is the predited trend of S-wave as given byDover�Rihard model. 2.2. �pp! ��0; !�0OBELIX had measured the annihilation frequenies of the ��0 �nal statein the reation �pp ! ��0 in hydrogen targets at three densities: liquid,gaseous at NTP and at 5 mbar pressure [6℄.



2462 A. FilippiThe � annihilation frequeny dereases almost linearly with the perent-age of S-wave. By using the parameters from �pp asade proess [2℄, thehadroni branhing ratios from single initial partial waves had been evalu-ated: BR(�pp! ��0; 3S1) = (7:57 � 0:62) � 10�4 ;BR(�pp! ��0; 1P1) < 0:5� 10�4; at 95% C:L:hene the branhing ratio from S-wave exeeds that from P -wave of a fatorof about 15. This dynamial seletion rule is again shown not to be valid forthe prodution of the ! meson. In an analysis of the �pp! !�0 annihilationin liquid hydrogen targets at di�erent densities [7℄ the prodution of ! fromthe 1P1 initial state was found to be not negligible, going from about 10%for annihilations in liquid target to about 30% for annihilations in gas atNTP, and on�rming therefore the trend observed in �np annihilation data.As a onsequene, the ratio of the yields depends on the target density:R�0(��0=!�0; liquidH2) = (114 � 10)� 10�3 ;R�0(��0=!�0;NTP H2) < (83� 10) � 10�3 :Extrapolating to pure S- and P -wave annihilations one sees that a large OZIrule violation ours from S-wave, while it is pratially absent when thesame reation proeeds from P -wave. The value obtained for the pure S-wave �pp annihilation at rest, RS�0 = (117� 22)� 10�3 , is quite in agreementwith the value reported in the previous paragraph for �np.2.3. �pn! ���; !��The �pn annihilation at rest ould be measured by OBELIX stopping an-tiprotons in a deuterium gaseous target [8℄. The ratios for � and ! produ-tion were measured in two intervals of momentum for the spetator proton,pps < 200 MeV/ and pps > 400 MeV/, and in both the ases again asizeable value for R�� was found:R��(���=!��) = (133 � 26)� 10�3; pps < 200 MeV= ;R��(���=!��) = (113 � 30)� 10�3; pps > 400 MeV= :The value of the ratio, in agreement with �pp and �np measurements, is more-over shown to be independent on the momentum of the spetator proton, sothe dynamis of the proess should have only onnetions to the basi NNannihilation proess.



Violation of OZI Rule in �=! Measurements: : : 24633. �pp! ��+��; !�+��The value of the branhing ratios with � reoiling against a �+�� sys-tem were measured by OBELIX to gain some hints about the dependeneof OZI violation on the momentum transfer in an annihilation reation.Without any seletion on the reoiling dipion mass, pratially no OZI vi-olation ours. But if small dipion masses are seleted, say in the range(300�500)MeV/2, the �=! ratio beomes R�+��(�pp! ��+��; !�+��) =(16� 30)� 10�3 [9℄, whih does not violate OZI rule in a very dramati waybut however gives a lear signal that the smaller is the mass of the systemreoiling against the �, i.e. the larger is the momentum transfer in the re-ation, the larger is the violation. Another feature emerging from a partialwave analysis of the ��+�� �nal state is that, in spite of both 3S1 and 1S0initial states being allowed in this reation, the prodution from spin tripletagain learly dominates. 4. �pp! ��; !�The annihilation into �� was measured by OBELIX in hydrogen targetsat three densities, like in ��0 ase [10℄. The initial states from whih thisannihilation hannel an proeed are the same as for ��0, i.e. 3S1 and 1P1(exept that ��0 is oupled to isospin 1), so one would tentatively expetsimilar trends. However, the prodution rates from S- and P -wave exhibitan opposite behavior: the prodution of �� from 1P1 is about 10 timeshigher than from S-wave; this e�et ould be due to an enhanement of �prodution from spin singlet initial states. Due to the overall � suppression,the ratio of the branhing ratios R�(�pp ! ��; !�) � using for !� BR thevalue measured by Crystal Barrel in liquid hydrogen target [11℄ � is notviolating OZI preditions: R� = (4:6� 1:3) � 10�3.5. An interpretation: the polarized intrinsi strangeness modelAmong the several di�erent theoretial models proposed so far, one ofthe most appealing, able to explain many experimental observations, wassuggested by Ellis et al. [12℄. Aording to it a sizeable s�s ondensate, witha �xed polarization, is present in the proton wave funtion and its e�etsshould be relevant even at low energies. This hypothesis is based on theEMC e�et (and related) observed in deep inelasti sattering experiments,aording to whih a sizeable ontribution to the total proton spin is arriedby the �ss pairs, whih are though polarized oppositely respet to the proton.Aording to this model the �ss pair exists inside a nuleon in a long-living on�guration, with well de�ned quantum numbers, upon whih thepossible phenomenology of strangeness prodution in the �nal state heavily



2464 A. Filippidepends. Two are essentially the mehanisms by whih a strange partilean be produed, as shown in Fig. 3: by means of the knoking out of one�ss pair from one nuleon only, of by rearrangement of a ouple of s and�s quarks belonging eah to di�erent nuleons. The net e�et of both themehanisms is to allow the prodution of � by means of onneted quarklines, so in this way the OZI rule is only apparently violated.
Fig. 3. Shake-out and rearrangement diagrams for � meson prodution in �pp anni-hilation.The shake-out piture is atually not ompletely satisfying to explain theobserved phenomenology of � prodution. Indeed, one ould think of �'s asbeing already stored in one nuleon with the orret quantum numbers, andprodued by a kind of knok-out. But if this hypothesis were true, one wouldexpet a sort of �universal� enhanement of � prodution in all annihilationhannels, and this does not happen.The rearrangement senario ould be somehow more realisti. Sineeah of the strange quarks is polarized opposite to the nuleon spin, if theinitial state is in spin triplet even the �ss pair will be in this spin tripleton�guration, and the same would hold for spin singlet initial states. Now,if in the spin triplet ase the relative angular momentum between the twostrange quarks is zero, then a strangeonium with � quantum numbers maybe formed in the �nal state. Therefore, aording to this mehanism oneexpets � prodution to our espeially from 3S1 initial state, as atuallyis experimentally observed.On the other hand, from spin singlet initial states one expets to favourthe prodution of pseudosalar mesons. Even this predition is veri�ed, bythe experimental observations in the �� hannel desribed before.Also onerning the prodution of tensorial mesons the experimental is-sues [6℄ are in nie agreement with the preditions from this model: f 02(1525)prodution is expeted to be enhaned from spin triplet states with L = 1relative angular momentum of the �ss pair. This is atually experimentallyveri�ed, sine f 02(1525) is indeed produed more abundantly than foreseenby OZI rule, and, moreover, mainly in spin triplet P -wave annihilations.Of ourse alternative explanations have been proposed to explain theobserved e�ets, but under some aspets they are not thoroughly satisfying.



Violation of OZI Rule in �=! Measurements: : : 2465The most onvining one is based on the evaluation of ontributions fromall intermediate two- and three-steps resattering diagrams, that are able toreprodue the strange meson prodution by means of OZI allowed reations.Even if the experimental results an be reprodued within a fator of 2 ofauray (the ��0 prodution rate, for instane), these models are based onsome assumptions, as a K�K suppression from P wave, whih do not �ndexperimental veri�ation. In fat, the study of �pp ! K�K annihilation [6℄shows quite a similar prodution both from 3S1 and from 1P1 initial state; onthe other hand, a measurement of the ross-setions for the reation �np !K+K0� [4℄ exhibits a �at trend as a funtion of �n momentum, ontrastingwith the drop one would expet if P -wave prodution were depressed.Moreover, the resattering models fail in a rather sizeable way (about twoorders of magnitude) in the evaluation of the prodution rate of f 02(1525).6. Summary and onlusionsThe main experimental observations performed by the OBELIX Experi-ment onerning � and ! mesons prodution may be summarized as follows:� an enhaned � prodution has been measured, ourring in spin tripletS-wave. The ! meson prodution does not seem to follow this seletionrule, as a sizeable fration of these mesons is shown to be produed inP -wave;� the enhanement in � prodution is higher for larger transferred mo-menta, i.e. the lowest the mass of the system reoiling against � is;� the �=! yields ratio shows a violation of OZI rule of an average fator� 30. This violation beomes more diluted as the reation energyinreases, as a onsequene of the lower � rate due to the weakerS-wave relative ontribution.These observations an be explained in a satisfatory way by means of thepolarized intrinsi strangeness model.Up to now, no experimental issue has been found against it. The modelan be applied in a variety of hadroni reations and provides quite a widespetrum of preditions, not only onerning � prodution. For instane,it predits the prodution of �� from �pp spin triplet initial state only, fatthat has been experimentally veri�ed [13℄. Other preditions onern �prodution rates in reations with polarized beams and/or targets, the sizeof the spin-transfer oe�ient in reations with � prodution, the magnitudeand sign of � longitudinal polarization in deep inelasti sattering reationswith polarized leptoni beams.
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